I'll Weave a Lei of Stars

Intro: Mike count in. Tempo 96

F C+ C7 D7 G9 Gb9 F A G7 C7

C7 F C7(#5) F Am7 Fdim C7

weave a lei of stars for you, to wear on nights like this. Each

Gm7 F♯dim Gm C7 A7

time you wear my lei of stars, I'll

dm G7 C7 Bb E♭m6 C7

greet you with a kiss. The

F7 C7(#5) F7 Bb

moon is green with jealously, And

D7(#5) D7 D7(#5) D7 G9 C7

all the plans too. And

F C7(#5) F Cm D7

when you wear my lei of stars, The

Gm7 C7 F

fair - est one is you.